
Lesson Number Fifty Six 
Chapter Ten – Twelve [The Time Of The 

End] 
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• This vision starts at Daniel’s historical setting 
(11:1–2) and projects itself into the latter days 
(10:14), so it’s broad in its sweep. It can be 
outlined as follows: 

• Chapter 10: 
• The vision introduced ---- 10:1-9 
• The purpose of the vision ---- 10:10-17 
• Greece is about to vanquish Persia ---- 10:18-21 

• Chapter 11: 
• The course of Persian history ---- 11:1-2 
• Alexander the Great’s conquests ---- 11:3-4 

Daniel 10-12  - The Circumstances  
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• Conflict between Egypt and Syria ---- 
11:5-19 

• Syrian oppression of Israel and the Beast 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes ---- 11:20-35 

• The Beginning of the 4th Worldwide Empire 
---- 11:36-45 

• Chapter 12: 
• Israel in Tribulation (Jewish Christians?) ---

- 12:1-4 
• The timing of the End ---- 12:5-13 

Daniel 10-12  - The Circumstances  
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Daniel 10-12  - The Circumstances  

Reigns Covered Timeline 

B.C. 

Years Verses Years Per 
Verse 

Four Persian 
Kings 

539-480 59 
(146 not dealt 

with) 

2 29.5 

Alexander the 
Great 

334-312 23 2 11.5 

Seleucids/ 
Ptolemy's 

312-187 125 15 8 

Seleucus IV 187-175 12 1 12 

Antiochus 
Epiphanes 

175-164 11 15 .7 
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• It is the 3rd year of Cyrus – 10:1; 9:1; 11:1 
• Daniel is fasting and praying for 3 weeks – 10:2-3 
• At this point in time Daniel sees a vision of warfare. 
• Daniel sees a man who is “brilliant” in appearance – 

10:4-6 
• The five features described: 

• body/chrysolite; 
• face/lightning;  
• eyes/torches;  
• limbs/ bronze; 
• voice/multitude) can also be found in the descriptions 

of the creatures that bear the chariot throne in Ezekiel 
1 ; cf. Rev 1:13-16; 19:12 

Daniel 10:1-21  - The Circumstances  
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• It is noteworthy to consider two facts if one is to conclude 
that this is the “Son of God” – the pre-incarnate state. 
• The differences between the two 
• And the aid/help of Michael. 

• Regarding the Son needing help one sees in the incarnate 
state this occurs: 
• During the temptation of Matthew 4:11 
• And the prayer in the garden of Gethsemane – Luke 22:43 

cf. Matt. 26:53 – so this is not a disqualifying factor. 

• If one concludes it is an Angel of the Lord – then one may 
consider Rev 5:2 ; 10:1 and 18:21 or even Rev 15:6 

• I am inclined to accept that this is the pre-incarnate Son 
of God. This is my personal conclusion! 

Daniel 10:1-21  - The Circumstances  
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• The appearance in Linen is also of great importance: 
• Used in Scripture to denote individuals of – Nobility or 

religious positions. 
• Cf. High Priest clothing – Lev 16:4, 23 
• The one with the inkhorn in Ezek. 9:2 
• Of the wife of the Lamb in the marriage feast – Rev 

19:8 
• And the apparel of the heavenly armies of them 

that follow the King of Kings against the forces of 
evil – Rev 19:14 

• The girdle of gold – UPHAZ – is unknown other than 
speculation that it may be a geographical location. 

Daniel 10:1-21  - The Circumstances  
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• The Beryl – is a stone of various colors – uncertain in 
modern day stone identity – it was beautiful, strong and of 
great value. 

•  The face like lightning and eyes like torches – are all 
significant for enlightenment. --- cf vrs 11,14 

• His arms – are symbols of strength 
• His feet as symbols of strength to tread down under foot – cf 

– Isa 63:3 – as unto burnished brass cf. Ezek 1:7 – this is 
highly polished brass that was brilliant in appearance. 

• The voice of a multitude – carries the connotation that it has 
volume. 
• Cf. Rev 19:6 – heard by the multitudes over a great 

distance. 

Daniel 10:1-21  - The Circumstances  
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• Daniel faints – 10:7-9 
• “And I, Daniel, alone saw the vision, for the men 

who were with me did not see the vision; but a 
great terror fell upon them, so that they fled to hide 
themselves. Therefore I was left alone when I saw 
this great vision, and no strength remained in me; 
for my vigor was turned to frailty in me, and I 
retained no strength. Yet I heard the sound of his 
words; and while I heard the sound of his words I 
was in a deep sleep on my face, with my face to the 
ground.” 

• Daniel is touched and stands upright – 10:10-12 

Daniel 10:1-21  - The Circumstances  
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• The man comes immediately, but was hindered. 
• He tells Daniel that He is loved. 
• He tells Daniel that His prayer has been heard. 
• He tells Daniel the Prince of Persia withstood him for 21 

days. 

• The man said Michael the Great Prince of the Jews 
came to help – (10:13,21; Chapter 12) 
• This implies the demonic beings and righteous angels 

are in conflict – with regards to matters pertaining to 
the world. 
• Homer Hailey – notes it may be the conflict 

between the garden of Eden and the Salvation 
found in the Kingdom of Christ. 

What the Angel Revealed About Current 
Events in the Unseen World: 
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• The exact details of the HOW and the WHY are 
unknown. 

• This man had come to reveal what would happen to 
the Jews in the future – 10:13; cf Gen 49:1; Deut 
4:30; 31:29; Num 24:14. 
• The angel revealed this to Daniel 
• These things concerned his people 10:14. 
• May be a continuation from 9:24-27 

• The things seen refer to the Kings of Persia and 
Greece. 
• It must be noted that this is really just a 

broadening of the vision of Chapter 8. 

What the Angel Revealed About Current 
Events in the Unseen World: 
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• The four Kings who followed after Cyrus are: 
• Cambyses 
• Smerdis 
• Darius Hystaspis (Darius the Great) 
• Xerxes (In Esther – Ahasuerus) 

• The fourth King will enter into conflict with the 
Greeks. 
• This was Xerxes – Esther 1:3-4 
• History reveals the running conflict with the 

Greeks. 
• A king of Greece would stand up against Persia – 

Dan. 8:5-21 

The Angel Reveals What Will Happen in 
Persia  


